Breakfast Employee – Parttime
Are you at your best in the morning? Do you have a passion for food and drinks and would you like to
share this with your guests and colleagues? And do you let morning moods disappear because of your
charm and enthusiasm? Then the position of Breakfast Employee at ‘Café ons Huis’ is the right position
for you!
The work activities include taking care of a four star breakfast for our guests. With one you have a nice
conversation about the hotspots in Amsterdam, while you make the other guest happy with a cup of
coffee and the newspaper. With an excellent service you ensure that our guests do not lack anything.
After breakfast you make sure everything looks perfect again for the next morning and you will help
with the lunch. For you it is no problem to be in the hotel early in the morning, both during the week
and on weekends and public holidays.

Who are we looking for?
Our new colleague is enthusiastic, flexible and service-oriented. You are at your best in the morning
and you always have a smile on your face. The "roll up your sleeves" mentality applies to you. Your
focus is always on the guests and you make sure that they do not lack anything. You are curious,
positive, assertive and you think in possibilities outside of your own department. You also have
experience in the hospitality industry and you manage the Dutch and English language very well.

What do we offer you?
In addition to an amazing workplace and a market-based salary, we offer










Discount in all hotels and restaurants of Vondel Hotels
Collective health insurance and a pension scheme
Corporate fitness for all our colleagues
Travel expenses fee (>10km)
Internal and external training opportunities
Internal growth opportunities
Sport events
An awesome workplace surrounded by art
A uniform designed by Claes Iversen

We celebrate
 Your birthday
 Employment from 2,5 years
 New Year with a gift
 Every year an employee award per hotel
 New hotel openings

More information about your workplace
Classic, retro and elegant. Step inside Hotel Mercier and feel at home. History relives at the straight
friendly hotel with 46 rooms. De authentic Berlage style is showed in the interior. Think of Art deco,
robust wooden furniture with a touch of velvet and rich prints. The lobby is built in style of the old
library and feels like a second home. The monumental building on the Rozenstraat 12 at a unique
location at the Jordaan in Amsterdam is the place to be for sleeping, dining, working or meetup with
locals. The philosophy of Helena Mercier, founder of ‘Ons Huis’ was to bring the neighborhood
together, learn from each other and enjoy time together. Hotel Mercier will capture this in our heart.
Do you want to be part of a young and ambitious team? Do you want to work at a unique collection of
hotels? Do you want to work in a growing company? Then Hotel Mercier is the perfect fit for you! Do
not hesitate and apply! Send your CV and motivation letter to jobs@vondelhotels.com!

